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Greetings Brasslings!
Welcome to Edition the 3rd of Steampunkery - The brand
new webzine from the Steampunk Almanac o’ Atticus
Oldman.
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“Once again I am delighted to share with you a fine selection of
Steampunk themed articles, exhibitions, reviews and
recommendations. My sincere thanks and
humble gratitude to everyone who has
participated or assisted in the creation of
this latest edition of the webzine.
Without these generous souls the
production of Steampunk 2020 would be
an impossibility.
Inside Edition the 3rd we share personal
experiences of how the Pandemic has
affected the Performing Artist within
the Steampunk Community - We
review classics of Cinema
which reveal the early
influence of ‘Steampunk’
- We release the 2nd
crackling instalment of
ElectroMagnetic - And we
explore another exhibition of
Steampunk photography of the
finest kind - And much more!”
- Atticus Oldman

Interview
automated

Name: GurdyBird
Location: Penzance, Cornwall
Creative Occupation: Musician/
Performer/Visual Artist
Tell us about you and your work:
Hello, my name is GurdyBird, I have
various guises and personas, but
mostly perform as a technopirate,
with my symphony hurdy-gurdy,
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usually with my backing tracks, often
written by, but always programmed
and performed by myself, and where
location permits, alongside the
collaborative music videos filmed by
Paul Betowski and those who send
me footage. I also perform my own
(terrible) poetry, and the GurdyBird
character thinks herself a little above
her station. I like that I have been
described as someone 'really able to
make quite a lot of sound for
someone so small". The videos often
tell stories or are from festival
shenanigans and feature a number of
familiar faces to the movements,
however take a lot of time, so a few
are still in progress. The music is
often written when I'm exceptionally
angry as a catharsis, and sometimes
have themes or stories and
characters attached, especially true

for my forthcoming album "Fashions,
Fictions, Felonies, Fooleries", the
demos of which can be found on my
music platforms such as bandcamp,
soundcloud and reverbnation, as
well as facebook.
How did you first get into
Steampunk and how has that
influenced your work?
I think I first encountered
steampunk or at least Victoriana
circus at the Invisible Circus'
Carniville event in Bristol, it was
heavily costumed, completely
immersive and beautifully set. I was
mesmerised and wanted to be part of
something that had the possibility of
changing someone's life and
perspective, introducing a new,
beautiful and accepting world. I love
the aesthetic and although
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steampunk appears to have no genre
and all genres, I feel a common
thread is story telling, with unusual
orchestration, that may have been a
common thread in the few
mainstream songs I played on a loop
as a child. It has a dark and
humorous edge which really tickles
my fancy too and I love the choice of
instrumentation often seen in
steampunk, and felt really accepted
with my hurdy gurdy and electronic
folktronica. It's also a really good
alternate universe to create satire in,
as well as humour and massive
support and enthusiasm from
everyone involved, and I also love
opening the door to new folk who
definitely belong in the steampunk
world!
How did you get started on your
creative journey?
I listened to the Mediaeval Baebes
and really got very obsessed with the
Hurdy Gurdy on their tracks played
by Dorothy Parker. I managed to find
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one and saved my summer job
money to buy one, or at least a small
version from a folk music shop in
Cornwall, and immediately taught
myself to play. My main aim was
being able to busk, and get the
confidence to 1) give eye contact to
people and 2) to be able to have
conversations, overcoming my severe
shyness and working on my lack of
self-confidence. I composed a folk/
electronic score for friends from
college, some which had a folk horror
feel and one that had been acclaimed
in indie film shorts festivals. I played
for a few months in a Morris group
before leaving and venturing off into
the steampunk world, applying to
perform at a local steampunk event
hosted by the lovely Seraphina. A lot
of the people I call my steampunk
family met there, and one of the first
I met was the glorious Danielle
Miller aka Titi von Tranz. I call a
number of my steampunk family my
mentors as well, and Danielle, Miss
Von Trapp, Martin Wattinger, Fey

Pink and the Rev really boosted me
up and gave me opportunities to
perform as well as being massively
inspirational artistes. It took Fey
Pink 2 years to convince me that I
had an act that was stage worthy (I
didn't believe that I had anything of
the like) but she persevered and with
the help of Steven C. Davis, LM
Cooke, Steampunk DJ and of course,
your good self Atticus, you all
showed me there was an audience for
the type of music I wanted to make,
which spurred me on!
What are you working on at the
moment?
I have currently mainly been
focusing on print making, but I am
in the almost final stages of finishing
my second album, "Fashions,
Fictions, Felonies, Fooleries". It just
needs an introduction, and
mastering, before the distribution
and CD production gets underway. I
also have some remixes to do and
collaborations also as well as a
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number of music videos to
complete, which tie into the print
making too, but I can be found on
Patreon as GurdyBird if you would
like to see how it is going.
How has the Covid-19 Virus
affected you and your work?
I am self employed usually, and have
also worked in the summer in a pub
to help supplement this work,
however, this year has not gone as
planned for anyone. I took some
time out of gigging last year, partly
because I was taking a course for a
volunteer role I do and couldn't do
that, gig and work in a summer job,
but what knocked me for six was
losing our beloved Danielle. At the
beginning of the year I made a plan
to get back into looking for gigs, I'd
re-record parts of my tracks and
finish the album in time for Brixham
Pirate Festival, and try to drive
myself to gigs, as I had never applied
to take my driving test until fairly
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recently. However, with the festival
and event worlds in apparent
collapse, and the hospitality trade in
apparent ruins, with no idea what
help a self-employed muso could
get, I took a temporary keyworker
job, working nights at a well-known
supermarket, and have tried to
squeeze in creative work around the
unusual hours whilst trying to not
get ill (although I have a bit, but not
from Covid 19, thankfully). I have so
far revisited some audio to use for
virtual gigs and have directed videos
towards the fabulous Virtual
Brixham Pirate Festival and the
immensely creatively made Raising
Virtual Steam, and if any others are
doing festivals this way, I would be
interested to partake. Likewise when
festivals are safe to hold again, to do
so again live would be wonderful. I
think the online versions have been
great in that I get to play to people
who wouldn't normally be able to
attend the festivals due to location

or time off required and I have also
had the privilege to perform
alongside bands that I have wanted
to for ages but again, due to
locations were previously unable to.
The M word though is a puzzle,
though. I don't quite know how we
raise more money either for charities
or acts via this means, although I
know some folks are also strapped
for cash and maybe the fact that
they are free to attend is a bonus for
those who need the escape but
currently find themselves not
financially able. I really appreciate
the online community, and that new
people can stumble across it. Actual
interaction in a field or room full of
people helps a lot of artists perform
and the audience to feel less
anonymous though, so I miss that. I
have admired the determination for
having some form of festival present
(it's how most of us push through,
knowing we can look forward to
seeing friends, hearing awesome
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music and seeing incredible
costumes) and the creative
adaptation to these times has been
spectacular. I think this will change
how we do events, and has been so
far has kept a lot of people in touch
at a lonely and strange time, and all
with a common thread of why.
What are the next steps on your
journey?
I need to get the bleedin' videos
finished! One has taken me 5 years
so far! I think I stepped back for too
long and just really need to reengage with myself. I am also going
to get the album finished, mastered,
produced in physical form and
distributed, and go on the hunt for
gigs when it is safe to do so! I also
hope to shortly be able to start
working on a duet I originally
arranged and recorded for Danielle
to sing on, I need to work some
magic on it as I changed the track
she sang on slightly and feel that
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some of the context might need to
be changed for those not familiar
with the Cabaret Berlin crossover it
was made for, so I hope to be able to
sing along with her on that. It was a
slow klezmer version of a sea shanty,
which only got performed maybe 3
times, (the first two were what we
would call a live practice ;) ).

but I think that because of how
adaptation has been made, it will
have formats and characters even
more outside of the box!

Where do you hope the journey
will take you?
If anything, I hope that it gives
others a place to escape to, and find
themselves in, in the same way I
have, and I'd like to be a nurturing
force in their story. I would like to
tour again, and play new venues and
events I haven't played at yet, and
add more to my act or change it up a
it. Just need to have a better think
about it with less distractions really!
What do you think the future of
Steampunk is?

Online:
www.gurdybird.co.uk
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/gurdybird
You Tube:
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCfGte5nNOjBJJqL5SYnRz6w
Patreon:
www.patreon.com/gurdybird

It was already inventive and creative,
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G allery
Denise McDermott
I am an Australian photographer. Photography is
my passion and I like to take it beyond the usual,
often into the surreal. My work often begins with a
single image and grows to explore the possibilities
of a theme. I like to create mythical scenes and
place costumed models within those scenes.
The creative photo shoots are a collaboration with
my partner Mike and our models. When an idea is
forming, we will gather together some costumes
and props and engage a model to help create part of
the story. The story is then completed with the
addition of other elements which we have also
photographed and the result is a work which allows
the viewer’s imagination to travel through the
image and draw their own ideas into what they are
viewing.
We have learned to make props and have purchased
a few costumes for the steampunk theme which we
have explored with all our models. A couple of our
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models have their own steampunk wardrobe
which is a bonus.
Last year we visited Steampunk HQ in Oamaru
New Zealand to photograph some elements to
use in our creations. We have also visited a Rail
Museum in our state to gather steam train
related material to add to our creations.
I am inspired by fantasy literature and art, fairy
tales and history but prefer to present an
impression of a time and place rather than a
literal interpretation. I love the steampunk
theme because it is so quirky and allows me to
use my imagination to present a world that
doesn’t exist but is believable. My work is a
starting point for the viewer so that many
interpretations are possible.
I am grateful to my partner Mike and all our
models for their willingness to step out of the
day-to-day world into our steampunk universe.
The possibilities are endless!
You can see more of my work on my website at
www.imagesbydenise.net
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Pandemica!
Performance – After Pandemica
I'm Allin Kempthorne, a magician who performs
under the name Professor Strange the Time
Travelling Magician. I'm probably best known for
my appearance on "Britain's Got Talent" a couple
of years ago and with it all the press attention I had
at the time in the UKs main newspapers.
Performers across the board, from singers,
musicians, magicians, circus performers and
comedians have been amongst the strongest hit
individuals in this pandemic. Most of us are not
high earners and rely on busy summer seasons to
keep us going throughout the rest of the year.
From as early as February I saw my entire summer
season quickly crumble away as existing clients
cancelled their future bookings and regular clients
contacted me to say they wouldn't be going ahead
this year. Rather than my email inbox being filled
with booking enquiries as I'd expect for this time
of year, instead I was just receiving cancellations.
Those were dark, despondent and scary days. I
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quickly lost all my summer performances at
festivals, theme parks, tourist attractions, holiday
parks and private events, leaving me with nothing.
Since then my diary has remained empty and I
expect it to stay that way for many months yet, as
my entire living depends on being booked for large
events and crowded places.
The leisure and entertainment industry needs to be
given every opportunity to recover after this
pandemic. Any government legislation affecting
these industries becomes crucially important and
it's imperative it's looked at with the focus on how
to allow the individuals who make their living in
this part of the economy to have the freedom and
ability to bounce back and flourish. Performers are
the "feel good" part of society. If we are visibly out
there doing our thing, society becomes happier,
healthier and optimistic once again.
Professor Strange, the Time Travelling Magician
www.magicandmadness.co.uk
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Roots of Steampunk: Fantastic Victoriana
in the Golden Age of Hollywood
By Lee Cumberland

works of the Victorian era. Jules Vern and H.G.
Wells dominate the field in terms of introducing
futuristic devices and technology to tales of
adventure and discovery, but it is also important to
acknowledge the enigmatic characters created by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Oscar Wilde and Robert
Louis Stevenson.
In some of these tales, science borderlines on the
occult. The characters in possession of superior
intelligence are often depicted as both superhuman
and mad. They are geniuses and philosophers out
of time and place, looking forward to a world far
more intellectually and technologically advanced
than the one they live in. Other tales focus on
exploration, adventure, and survival – all elements
of the shared steampunk universe we have come to
know and love.

As the world stood still for a period of time as the
dark shadow of Covid 19 swept across civilisation,
many of us found ourselves at home passing the
time in front of screens. I took this opportunity to
re-acquaint myself with all the wonderful classic
films that to me, best represented the origins of the
Steampunk fantasy and aesthetic.
The true roots of the modern steampunk
movement in film, music, and art stem largely from
Hollywood’s fascination with the great literary
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In the end, the wonderful irony of the steampunk
movement is that it looks to the past for
inspiration, but always with one eye on the future.
10. Around the World in 80 Days (1956) The sort
of action-packed high adventure that would come
to influence globe-trotting epics, treasure hunting
thrillers and daring escapes for years to come.
Certainly, this could very well have been a primary
inspiration for the Indiana Jones series.
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the menacing dark cloaked, cane-wielding figure, a
clear reference to Jack the Ripper , that recurs so
frequently in modern steampunk art and literature.
6. The Picture of Dorian Grey (1945) Oscar
Wilde’s only novel provides us with ample
scandalous and outrageous philosophies of how to
live one’s life to the fullest in the darker corners of
Victorian London nightlife. It could be argued that
the true villain in this tail is not the title character,
but the almost Luciferian enabler and all-round bad
influence, Lord Henry Wotton.
9. The Hound of the Baskervilles (1959) Sherlock
Holmes is the ultimate Victorian superhero, the
perfect embodiment of cunning intuition, physical
prowess and gentlemanly demeanour.
8. The Invisible Man (1933) H.G. Wells most
infamous mad scientist, a brilliant and honourable
man twisted and corrupted by the power his
discovery grants him. The Invisible Man would be a
prototype for hundreds of misguided geniuses to
come.
7. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1931) More villainous
and despicable than the Invisible Man, here we
have another misguided man of science who’s
crimes are violent and cruel without reason. He is
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5. First Men in the Moon (1964) Space travel in
the late 19th century is made possible with another
socially maladjusted man of science, though this
time he is no villain. The method by which he
achieves space travel is truly ingenious, and his
space craft is equally fantastic.
4. Journey to the Center of the Earth (1959) The
most wonderful thing about this famous film
adaptation on Jules Vern’s exploration epic is the
strong female presence (well, as strong as 1959
would allow in a movie based on events that were
supposed to have occurred in the 19th century). Of
all the Victorian adventure tales to be committed to
film, this remains one of the most gripping and
engaging.
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gentleman rather then a madman, and the
charming introduction where he unveils his
invention to his friends on New Years Eve 1899 sets
the time and place so well that the you have no
choice but to believe that his outlandish and ornate
time travelling vehicle really does work.

3. Master of the World (1961) Of all Jules Vern’s
imaginative industrial age vehicles, none is so
iconic as the Albatross. In this film we are given the
prototype for every fantastic Victorian airship for
years to come.
2. 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1954) Although
“Around the World in 80 Days” can claim
blockbuster success and boasts a record budget for
the era in which it was filmed, 20 000 Leagues
Under the Sea wins in the department of incredible
set design. The attention to detail in all the antique
devices and instruments aboard the Nautilus is
pure steampunk eye candy.
1. The Time Machine (1960) Completely deserving
of its’ cult status, this film has absolutely
everything. The genius scientist here is a perfect
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R ed Hot Rhythm Makers
‘Live From The Jazz Bar - Edinburgh Fringe Festival’
The 1st Album from The Red Hot Rhythm Makers
“A fantastic chance to embrace sounds to astound from quite simply one of
Scotland's finest live bands! If I ever did one thing right it was to introduce the
Steampunk community to the Red Hot Rhythm Makers!” - Atticus Oldman
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Post Pandemica
- Return to Live Music!

Edinburgh, The Red Hot Rhythm
Makers seemed the perfect choice.
However, even I was a little surprised
and yet thrilled at just how warm the
reception the band received from the
delighted and utterly enthusiastic new
audience. It was truly amazing to
watch folk walk in the hall doors and
yet be dancing by the time they
reached the stage.

The Red Hot Rhythm Makers
- Recommendation to promoters (an’ a
cheeky wee album review too)
“The Red Hot Rhythm Makers have
been making a grand name for
themselves on the Edinburgh live
music scene over the last few years. So
when looking for a band that was
guaranteed to have the Steampunks
jumping at a recent Miss Shelley’s
Secret Shenanigans event in
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The Red Hot Rhythm Makers superb
take on classics from the legendary
golden age of Trad-Jazz & Swing is
something really special and gives the
impression the band has been
together for a lifetime rather than just
around about two-ish years. This is
particularly evident on the band’s first
album recorded live at the 2019
Edinburgh Fringe Festival. A wee gem
of a first release, the album sparkles
with such classics as Loving Sam from
Alabam’, Percolatin’ Blues and Gotta
Get Me Some. Recommend you buy a
copy as a treat for yourself and then
go buy another one for a friend. They
will love you for it and you’ll have
someone to discuss just how good it is
with.

From a promoter’s point of view, the
band’s sound is ideal for anything
from summer open air gatherings to
late night prohibition era style
Speakeasies (and all points in
between). In addition to being a
fantastic live act suitable for almost
any event, festival or gathering, The
Red Hot Rhythm Makers are also an
event host’s dream regarding
equipment needs, set up and sound
check. Despite the size of the band, I
have rarely witnessed a simpler and
more professional set up and de-rig.
The band know exactly what they need
and just how to get there with no fuss
or drama whatsoever.
Book as soon as possible, point the
way to the stage, leave them to it and
sit back and enjoy the show - is my
best advice!”
Atticus Oldman
The Steampunk Almanac

The Red Hot Rhythm Makers
On Facebook
On Bandcamp
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Poetry
Max Scratchmann
The Brass Nightingale
The mechanical bird pauses suddenly in its song and slumps inside its gilded cage,
Discordant,
Its broken melody a lovers' lament played on shattered glass,
Its sad heart a cacophony of uncoiled springs and corroded cogs.
No more will it sing sweet madrigals to delight the emperor and his concubines,
No longer will it hide its eyes in shame at what it sees performed on the royal bedchamber floor.

Image – GTB Photography

Nightingale, nightingale, the distraught emperor cries, Will not you finish your song for me?
But only the harsh jangle of broken clockwork replies and he realises with a stab of anger that his plaything is dead.
Remove this atrocity from my chamber, he cries, Forgetting already his favourite's sweet song, And send for the jeweller!
And much later,
Lying amidst the eggshells and vegetable peelings in the royal rubbish heap, The nightingale opens one slightly malfunctioning eye
And senses freedom.

Facebook: www.facebook.com/max.scratchmann
Online: www.scratchmann.co.uk
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“Baphomet Antiquity Figurine arrived safe and
well and the wee fellow has already made
himself right at hame on m’desk. Delighted
with purchase, service and delivery!”
- Atticus Oldman

A Steampunk Almanac
Full 10 Pip (5 Star) Recommendation!

The Watcher's Realm
- Pagan, Gothic and Steampunk Jewellery & Gifts

Facebook: www.facebook.com/watchersrealm
Contents Guide
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Steampunk

McGonagall
A cautionary true festival story from Steampunk McGonagall
detailing the unexpected horrors of sleeping away from hame!
Naked in the hallway,

Tried Jedi moves upon that door,

Up the stairs he led me,

Middle of the night.

Bugger didnae budge an inch.

I used ‘im as a shield.

Guesthoose door,

I’m still naked in the hallway,

In case sleepy heads popped out,

Locked itself,

And the cold it starts tae pinch.

And my err.. secrets were revealed.

The terror o’ discovery,

And while the horror now might be over,

How the hell I get here?

Cause I’m naked in the night,

It gives me goosebumps in m’dreams.

Was sleeping oh so tight.

Gave Ninja stealth tae every move,

Where I’m back naked in that corridor,

Now I’m naked in the hallway,

And speed of a ‘streak’ o’ light (ahumm).

Locked door atween bed and me!

Gave me such a fright.

In the middle of the night.
Five flights down tae reception,
Must ‘ave thought that I was hame,

Where the manager had a key.

When I got up for a pee.

Fine chap didnae blink an eye,

Now I’m naked in the corridor,

When he took in sight of me.

Laddie Godiva
by Steampunk McGonagall
From ‘T’Gawds Are Aw Bastards
& Just Naw Funny at Aw!’

Locked door atween bed an’ me.
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free musical introduction to the...

New Jacobin Club
get 4 of the new jacobin club’s most
popular fan-favourite songs free - and
for a limited time, you’ll also receive a
“music from dr jekyll & mr hyde”
soundtrack sampler not available
anywhere else online!
for articles, information and your
free introduction to the discography
of the new jacobin club visit
www.newjacobinclubmusic.com

“prepare to be darkly delighted!”
- steampunk almanac
Contents Guide
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Videorama

Once again we bring you a selection of moving pictures from our own Vimeo video channel!

Tree Snow - Moth
Ben Henderson has been helping to combat the Pandemic
by entertaining Facebook’s Steampunk community by way
of the ‘British Steampunk Broadcasting Co-operation’. This
wonderful Facebook Group has been providing a home for,
and links to, many a grand wee online event during the
lockdown.
Together with partner Tixia Henderson, the pair are well
known to festival goers as the band ‘Moth’ who describe
what they do as “Not Steampunk Music, but Music by
Steampunks.
Witness the band doing what they do best: Here
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cubinoidmoth
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Sway - The Lockdown Syncopators
During the Lockdown of 2020, an eclectic group of
musicians got together via the wonders of the internet, and
put together this wonderful recording of the classic ‘Sway’.
To create the track each participant recorded their own
parts on various devices in their own homes. Presenting
(clockwise form top left) Cubinoid (Ben Henderson) on the
1918 drumkit (and assorted miscellaneous), DJ Bongo on
percussion, Jasmine "The Engine Stopper" on vocals, Tixia
Henderson on backing vocals, Hils on cello, Huss "The Jazz
Hustler" on archtop guitar, Madame Misfit on clarinet, and
Grandmaster Beats on tabla!
Watch the video: Here
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Pandemica: Remote Performance.

In addition, many entertainers and event hosts
from across the Steampunk community such as
our dear friend Duke Box from ‘The Curious House
of Stories’ (whom I am sure you will remember
from Edition the 2nd), are adapting online
applications such as Zoom to create virtual social
gatherings, concerts and dance sessions - And
sometimes all of these activities and more rolled
into one.
These marvellous wee get togethers are a lot of fun
and a great why to overcome the loneliness of the
lockdown.

The seemingly near endless lockdown enforced by
the Pandemic has given rise to exciting new social
networking phenomenons - The Online Gig & The
Zoom Gathering!
Lady Violet Hugh, Captain of the Lost Waves,
Victor Sierra and Nathaniel Johnstone (to name
but a very few), are all members of the Steampunk
musical community to have used the internet to
engage and delight live audiences remotely during
the Pandemic.
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Steampunk 2020 is delighted to present Dr Gray
and His Orchestra of One’s recent online gig as
originally performed during a Lockdown Zoom
event hosted by Duke Box - A grand wee gathering
which proved a fine example of just what can be
achieved by coming together.. Remotely!
View The Video: Here
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
doctorgraymusic
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Graphic novel
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Colin Maxwell
Facebook: www.facebook.com/colinmaxwell
Online: www.maximized.co.uk
1st Episode Via Steampunk 2020 Edition the 2nd
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Be A Part O’ Atticus Oldman's STEAMPUNKERY!
The Steampunkery web magazine is looking for guest writers to provide articles, poetry and short stories.
Photographers and artists are also invited to share their work via this exciting new project hosted by Atticus
Oldman and produced in Auld Aether Reekie. Email us directly via steampunkedinburgh@gmail.com for further
details on participation and also advertising opportunities!

For Details Of Next Deadline Visit Our Website At www.steampunkery.org

NOTE: All Material Provided Must Be Participant's Own Work With Full Rights To Share With Steampunk 2020

Participation Guidelines
Flash Fiction from 200 to 500 words
Short Stories up to 2000 words
Poetry up to 500 words
Articles up to 1500 words

Artwork & Photographs - 300 dpi minimum
Video Participation - See Online Web Guide

Advertising with Steampunkery
Each edition of Steampunkery will offer a limited amount of space for Steampunk related advertising products,
events or services. Advertisements must be non political, non religious in nature and must not contain or relate to
offensive material. Email for further information via steampunkedinburgh@gmail.com

